
CONNECTICUT

Fashion, Quality, Value and Safety™





The Connecticut Collection has transitional elegance 
with a contemporary simplicity that adapts to your  
individual style. A broad appeal for home interiors  
and small offices for today’s professional.



  •  Attractive Metallic Silver accents contrast the Black 
Suede Oak finish to complement both contemporary 
and traditional environments.

•  Architectural styling with unique tapered leg design

•  Versatile storage solutions keep you organized and 
efficient

•  Full extension ball bearing slides on all file drawers offer 
easy access to materials

•  Lateral File height matches to Desk for an opportunity 
to extend the work surface

•  Features Bush Furniture’s Quick-to-Assemble 
technology for dramatically reduced assembly time

QTA



Black Suede Oak Full-extension  
ball-bearing slides for  

easy reach to materials

Tapered leg design Metallic Silver  
accents 

Connecticut with London Seating



Lateral File
KI40104-03

30"H - 29.13"W - 20"D

5-Shelf Bookcase
KI40103-03

67.99"H - 29.65"W - 14.21"D

60W L-Desk 
KI40101-03

30"H - 60"W - 60"D





AMERICANA

Architectural styling is deeply influenced by minimalism and simplicity. Form  

follows function. Understated colors, with an emphasis on neutral tones are  

combined to produce a style that is sophisticated, yet appealingly warm. Clean 

crisp lines and satiny fabrics are a part of this modern style because they easily 

mix with furnishings and accessories from different fashion periods. Bend the rules 

of design with this flexible approach to dressing your home.

bushfurniture.com  |  kathyireland.com

Choosing from a wide variety of office and home office furniture is exciting.  
Our travels around the world have opened our eyes to color, design  
and many wonderful cultures throughout the globe. These experiences 
have helped us develop our Style Guides™ giving you the opportunity  
to choose furniture that expresses your personal style. 

We offer Quick-to-Assemble technology, specially designed for you  
throughout many of our collections for easier, faster assembly and a  
wonderful experience overall. Enjoy these products that are made to last 
with three-year warranties from kathy ireland® Home by Bush Furniture.  
Bush Industries is a leading and prestigious manufacturer with a  
60-year successful history. 

kathy ireland® Worldwide missions are: 

“...solutions for families, especially busy moms.”™

“... soluciones para familias  
especialmente madres ocupadas.”™ 

“... solutions for people in business.”™

“...soluciones para gente de negocios.”™ 

Fashion, Quality, Value and Safety™  are our four promises to you.  
Each design is tested to meet the highest industry standards. In many  
of our products, we provide child safety features including rounded  
edges and soft close hinges. 

We have confidence that you’ll find kathy ireland® Home by  
Bush Furniture a wonderful fit for your home and office. 

You may also experience coordinating lighting, flooring, accessories  
and other beautiful designs throughout our other brands that will  
complete your personal environment. We know that you have many 
choices for home and office furniture, and we’re delighted that you’ve 
chosen us for this special moment.


